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Abstract
This paper proposes a stochastic framework for demand response (DR) aggregator to procure DR from customers and sell it
to purchasers in the wholesale electricity market. The aggregator assigns fixed DR contracts with customers based on three
different load reduction strategies. In the presented problem the uncertainty of market price is considered and the risk of
aggregator participation is managed in stochastic optimization problem with CVaR. The feasibility of this problem is studied
on a case of Alberta electricity market.
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1. Introduction
Demand response (DR) is defined as changes in
electric usage by end-use customers from their
normal consumption patterns in response to changes
in the price of electricity over time at times of high
wholesale market prices or when system reliability is
jeopardized [20]. Introducing various demand
response programs and their considerable benefits in
electricity market in one hand and deployment of
advanced metering tools to fill the gap of data on the
other hand, cause a rising rate of DR programs
penetration in power market [1] [6].The potential
benefits of DR participation in the wholesale
electricity market are discussed in the literatures [21],
[6]. In the deregulated power system, there are two
groups of players in market who benefit from DR
programs. First group includes the market operator
(MO), the Transmission System Operator (TSO),
Distributors and Retailers who are the users of DR to
improve the reliability of their related business.
Second group consists of aggregators and costumers
who are suppliers [11].
In recent years, regulatory agencies are trying to
remove the obstacles for the integration of DR
programs into electricity market. Under recent rules
set by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC), the FERC order 719 required ISOs in U.S.
to accept DR bids comparable to other resources in
wholesale markets [22]. It means that load reduction
by a DR aggregator can be assumed as a virtual
resource which is exchanged in market between users
and suppliers [4]. In other words, beside the
electricity produced by generating companies as the
major source, DR is a minor source for improving
reliability of the system [11].
In practice, DR participation in electricity
market has been applied for large industrial
customers; however, smaller costumers such as,
residential sector, has more challenges. The reason is
that participating in the whole sale electricity market
has some requirements such as minimum reduction
level. In this regard DR aggregators register
costumers, aggregate their offer, and submit the
aggregated offers on electricity market [3]. In other
words, aggregators react as decision makers who
have to find an optimal DR supply curve for offer. In
fact DR aggregators participate in electricity markets
as a medium between the ISO and retail customers
and cause the integrating of small costumers into
market by combining them into one [1].
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The growing interest in participation of
aggregators into the electricity market arises some
new technical and economic challenges. An
important challenge is related to the bidding strategy
of an aggregator participating in the market. A few
recent works have considered the role of aggregator
on electricity market. A pool-based DR exchange
model is introduced in [11] where all DR capacity is
aggregated in a pool managed by DR exchange
operator. The purpose of this paper is to maximize
total market benefit; nevertheless, a linearly
increasing supply curve is assumed for DR
aggregator in objective function instead of finding an
optimal bidding. The role of aggregator in the future
smart grid has been studied in [18] which the
interactions among end-users, utility operator and
several aggregators have been investigated. An
optimal demand bidding is proposed in [5], [15] with
the objective function of minimizing the cost of a
retailer participation in electricity market. Reference
[1] is one of the recent activities that proposed a
price-based self-scheduling for DR aggregator
participation in the day-ahead electricity market. The
goal of this paper is to maximize the agent’s profit
along with optimizing its bid by considering special
DR contracts.
In the aforementioned bidding model for DR
aggregator, the market price plays an important role.
Moreover because of the uncertain nature of market
price and its considerable impact on the optimal
solution, the effects of this uncertainty and the
associated risk should be taken into account in
decision-making problem of aggregators. Moreover,
it is not rational to consider just the expected values
in bidding problem as in [16]. It is a common
situation that the decision maker faces imperfect
information about a parameter. In this circumstance,
the decision maker has to make optimal decision over
a specified horizon with incomplete data [8]. In [7] a
stochastic optimization developed for real-time pricebased DR to consider real time price uncertainty and
the corresponding financial risk by robust
optimization. Author in [17] propose a stochastic
optimization for DR aggregator trading in market and
manages the risk by CVaR approach. In [17] the
source of uncertainty is customers’ behavior.
In this paper, we propose a stochastic
framework for aggregators’ decision making
problem. In the proposed framework, the uncertainty
of market prices has been taken into account as well
as aggregators’ financial risk. The deterministic
objective function of such an aggregator is based on
reference [1]. To consider the probabilistic nature of
market prices, Monte Carlo simulation is utilized. In
order to take into consideration the associated risk,
the conditional value at risk (CVaR) is added to the
stochastic optimization. To the best of our
knowledge, no literature has been incorporated the
uncertainty of market price into a DR aggregator self-
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scheduling optimization problem with consideration
of risk. The proposed model is verified by a realistic
case study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow.
Section II presents the business framework for DR
participation in wholesale electricity market. The
self-scheduling model for DR aggregator, in both
deterministic and stochastic ones, is described in
section III, explaining how risk management can be
considered. The simulation results of and discussion
are presented in section VI. Finally, conclusion is
given in section V.
1. Framework
According to various structures for electricity
market, DR aggregators could be one of the existing
market participants such as, distribution system
operator and load-serving entity or act independent of
system operator [1], [2]. In the former circumstance,
market participants aggregate different DR programs
of the costumers as a DR aggregator. In the proposed
model of self scheduling DR aggregator problem in
[1], DR aggregator is assumed to be an independent
financial entity which participates in the market
instead of a group of costumers.
DR aggregators take part in the day-ahead
electricity market as negative load which offer
different kinds of load reductions to the market
operator.
These entities assign contracts with
costumers to prompt their participation into the
market with specified price. These assigned prices
are assumed as cost for DR aggregators. After
utilizing an optimizing function to determine proper
load reductions, DR aggregators offer optimal DR
program to the day-ahead electricity market in order
to maximize their profit.
Costumers are involved typically in one of the
four types of load reduction strategies which are, load
curtailment (LC), load shifting (LS), on-site
generation (OG) and using energy storage devices. In
[3], the definition of these load reductions is
explained in detail. DR aggregators attempt to find
optimal quantities of these different groups of load
reduction for maximizing the profits in the
subsequent day of market. The ISO receives these
load reductions from DR aggregator and incorporate
them in market clearing procedure [3].
In this paper, three load reduction types, load
curtailment, on-site generation and load shifting are
considered for the customer participation in the
market. We utilize the self-scheduling model for the
optimal participation of aggregators in the day-ahead
energy market which proposed in [1]. The point is
that the price uncertainty is not considered in the
formulation proposed in [1]. Therefore, in this paper
we attempt to incorporate this uncertainty into the
problem and propose a framework in which the risk
of decision can be considered.
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Our work in this paper includes four steps to
proceed: 1) Introducing participation of DR
aggregator into the market in deterministic situation.
2) Characterization the uncertain parameter and
develop a stochastic optimization. 3) Controlling the
associated risk of decision making. 4) Calculation of
the expected value and variance of the profit of DR
aggregator. Details of each step are described in the
following.
In step 1, the objective function of a DR
aggregator is introduced which is extracted from [1].
In this function, it is assumed that the DR aggregator
can forecast the market price and is able to consider
the effects of other DR aggregators on the market
price in its forecasting. Hence this problem is
deterministic and market price has a certain value.
In step 2, the impacts of unknown data will be
considered. First we should characterize the
uncertainty of market price for day-ahead market
hence a scenario generation method is used to
simulate this uncertainty. Then a stochastic
optimization is developed to deal with uncertain
market price.
In step 3, we enter a risk measure into the
stochastic problem in order to simulate the behavior
of DR aggregator in the market as a risk-averse
decision maker. The CVaR approach is used for risk
management [10].
In step 4, we simulate the proposed stochastic
optimization in order to find the optimal value of
load reduction for the next day participation in the
market. Because of risk control during the
optimization, the result of this simulation is more
reliable; moreover, we can calculate the variance of
the profit and the ratio of variance to expected value
in order to examine risk for the next day
optimization.
2. Model for DR Aggregator
A) Deterministic
The objective of this formula is to maximize the
gained profit. The revenue of DR aggregator is
obtained from selling of the load reduction in the
market and its cost is related to the assigned contract
with costumers. The objective function is based on
what proposed in [1] for three load reduction
scenarios i.e. load curtailment, on site generation and
load shifting. This objective function is defined
below:

[ρ  LR
t

tNt

LC
t

LC
OG
 LR OG
 LR LS
 CLR LS
t
t    CLR t  CLR t
t ]

(1)

Where Nt is the time horizon, which in this
study is 24 hours of next day, ρt is the market price,
LR refers to the load reduction by LC, OG and ES
and CLR is the cost of load reduction for
respectively.
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The first term of this function is the obtained
revenue of the aggregator in the day-ahead market
and the second term refers to the total cost of load
reduction. These costs consist of primary price for
participation in DR program and initial cost of
different load reductions. Each of these load
reductions has their own constraints. For example in
LC contracts, minimum and maximum load reduction
and maximum duration for load reduction should be
included. Moreover this load curtailment has an
initiation cost which should be considered. The
details of these limitations and corresponding
formulations for LC and OG and LS programs are
explained in [1]. Due to the existence of some binary
variables in the constraints, this formulation is a
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) which can
easily be solved with available tools. What
encourages DR aggregators to take part in an
electricity market is the difference between market
price and the price paid to the costumers.
It is clear that the market price can have a
significant effect on the profit and because of the
uncertain nature of the market price, this uncertainty
should be considered. DR aggregators should utilize
one of the forecasting approaches to predict dayahead electricity market price.
In this paper, different scenarios for market
price are generated according to the historical data
which is available for DR aggregator and develop a
stochastic optimization instead of abovementioned
deterministic approach.
B) Stochactic Programming Approach
The DR aggregator problem discussed above is
subject to one source of uncertainty i.e. market price.
In order to consider this source of uncertainty, we
develop a stochastic optimization. Stochastic
optimization is a well-known method that has studied
and matured during recent years. An overview of
stochastic programming is discussed in [23], [24]. As
expressed in The Stochastic Programming
Community [8] stochastic programming can be
defined as “a framework for modeling optimization
problems that involve uncertainty.” In this context, a
stochastic programming model can be defined as a
mathematical programming model with uncertainty
about the values of parameters [14].
In stochastic programming, random variables
are usually represented by a finite set of realizations
or scenarios [8]. There are different scenario
generation approaches which are about to represent
an uncertain parameter in stochastic optimization. In
[14], [25] various scenario tree generation, discrete
scenario generation and clustering of scenarios have
been studied. In this paper, scenario generation
includes four stages. First of all we assume different
normal probability distribution functions for every
hour of historical market price with predefined values
for mean and variance [16]. In the next stage,
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because of this fact that mathematical solutions are
not able to handle continuous distributions, we divide
them to discrete parts. Then, in the third stage, a
scenario generation approach is used based on Mont
Carlo simulation to produce a set of realization for
market price of subsequent day. Since an
optimization problem, which consists of all possible
scenarios for a parameter, is too large and make the
problem difficult to compute, in the last stage we
utilize a scenario reduction method, named fast
forward selection, which is expressed in [13]. By
using this method a small number of scenarios, 16
scenarios in this case, with reasonable approximate
represent the market price. In this case, instead of a
single value for market price, we have 16 different
values for the day-ahead market price with specified
probability (пw) and the sum of all probabilities is
equal to one.The stochastic objective function with
the consideration of price uncertainty is as follows:
LS
(2)
 пw [ρw,t  LR LCw,t  LR OG
w,t  LR w,t  
wN w tN t

 CLR

LC
w,t

LS
 CLR OG
w,t  CLR w,t ]

In this formulation Nw is the number of
scenarios and all the variables get another dimension
which refers to the different scenarios. Moreover,
there is a multiplied parameter пw that specifies the
probability of every scenario. The aim of this
function is to maximize the sum of profit over all the
scenarios according to their probabilities. It should be
noted that the introduced constraints in [1] for
deterministic approach are still valid here.
3. Risk Control
The abovementioned stochastic programming
maximizes the expected value of the profit, ignoring
the associated risk to this decision making problem.
These problems are called risk-neutral models [8].
When risk is considered, the profit values in the
worst scenario take into account as well. It means
that the variance of the profit impacts on the optimal
value. In this case the agent becomes a risk-averse
one [8].In order to account the risk of the problem,
risk measure should incorporate into the stochastic
optimization. Value at risk (VaR) is one of the
metrics for risk that inserts additional difficulties into
the problem because of its need to binary variables
for simulation [9]. CVaR is an appropriate technique
to consider risk in a stochastic optimization problem.
Moreover this method is expressed linearly and can
be added to the optimization problem easily. In this
paper we take the advantage of CVaR in order to
incorporate risk into our problem and our program
still remains MILP.The risk considered formulation
of the problem for a DR aggregator is as follow:
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 Nt

LC
OG
LS
пw [ρ w,t  LR w,t  LR w,t  LR w,t   
 t 1


w 1 
LC
OG
LS

 CLR w,t  CLR w,t  CLR w,t ]


(3)

Nw

β(ζ 

1
(  п w *ηw ))
1  a wNw

Subject to constraints defined in [1] plus the
following that are for CVaR and make the
formulation linear [10]:
N
(4)
LC
OG
LS
t

п
t 1

w

[ρ w,t  LR w,t  LR w,t  LR w,t  

 CLR

LC
w,t

ηw  0

LS
 CLR OG
w,t  CLR w,t ]  ζ  ηw  0

w

w

(5)

These constraints make the formula linear. The
objective is to maximize the expected value of the
profit and the CVaR which is added by a weighting
factor, β ϵ [0, ∞]. The value of this factor shows how
much risk averse the agent is in such a way that the
higher the value of β, the more risk- averse the DR
aggregator is. The parameter α is the confidence level
which is chosen within the interval of 0.90-0.99. If
the profit of scenario w is higher than ζ , the value of
ηw is set to 0. Otherwise, it is assigned to the
difference between ζ and the related profit [9], [10].
What we expect from the result of this
optimization is that, DR aggregator attempts to sell
load reduction in those hours which market price is
significantly more than the price of contracts with
aforementioned constraints during the optimization.
In the rest of this paper we assume the data
which are essential for participation of DR
aggregator to the market i.e. assigned contracts with
costumers. Then the proposed method is simulated in
order to assess the validation of this formulation.
4. Numerical Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of applying the
proposed stochastic optimization to a DR aggregator
for its participation in electricity market. For
simulating the optimization problem, we need to
define the data of market price and the contracts of
different load reduction by costumers. Then the
proposed formulation in section III is solved using
MILP solver CPLEX in GAMS which is a modeling
system for mathematical programming problems. It is
specifically designed for modeling linear, nonlinear
and mixed integer optimization problems.
A) Data Prepration
Scenarios for market price: In order to enhance
the validity of the results, the historical market price
for scenario generation is based on Alberta’s market
price on first day of February in year 2014, which is
the month that the highest consumption occurs [19].
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Alberta’s electricity market is an energy-only, realtime market with uniform market clearing
mechanism. As mentioned in section III we should
define two main parameters of normal distribution
which are used for scenario generation. These data
are represented in table I. The output of this
algorithm is the market price for every hour of the
day-ahead market with 16 different probabilities.
Data of the assigned contracts: The data of the
DR contracts related to the LC, OG and LS load
reduction are given in table II. These data are
approximately based on defined data in [1] with
different contract price and initial cost.
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Fig. 2. Optimal average OG scheduling (β=0)

Table.1.
DR contracts
SC(1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

µ(2)

0.48

0.98

1.41

1.37

1.11

0.88

0.95

1.38

SD(3)

0.61

1.23

1.76

1.72

1.4

1.1

1.2

1.74

SC

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

µ

1.76

2.14

2.27

2.43

2.31

2.3

1.93

1.75

SD

2.21

2.68

2.84

3.05

2.9

2.88

2.42

2.19

SC

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

µ

2.03

3.11

3.12

2.99

2.9

2.39

1.74

1.43

SD

2.54

3.9

3.91

3.75

3.64

2.99

2.18

1.79

Table.1.
DR contracts
contract

Price ($/Mw)

Initiation cost ($)

LC

10

50

OG

10

50

LS

10

50

B) Simulation Results
The following results show how a DR
aggregator can take part in an electricity market with
the goal to maximize its profit while considering the
uncertain nature of market price. Our simulation
consists of two steps. In step 1, we assess the
proposed risk neutral formulation in section III and
examine the results. In step 2, we simulate the risk
control formulation and analyze the results under this
circumstance. At the end, we calculate the expected
value and variance of profit regard to changing the
value of β.

Fig. 1. Optimal average LC scheduling (β=0)

Fig. 3. Optimal average LS scheduling (β=0)
The results of step one are based on formula (2). The
optimal solution for three defined DR strategies is
represented in Figs.1-3 for average of load reduction
quantities in all the scenarios in comparison to the
average of hourly market price. The expected value
of the DR profit for day-ahead market is $2135.5. As
is shown in Fig.1, we can state that at hours 1-16 and
23-24 no load reductions in terms of LC have been
scheduled because the difference between market
price and the price of contracts in these hours are
lower than others. Moreover, the maximum and
minimum duration of load reduction are satisfied in
this programming.
In Fig. 2 the optimal quantity for on-site
generations has been shown. As is clear, the OG is
started up at hour 3 till 4 and 8 till 23 when
difference between market price and contract price is
larger than other hours. The OG contract is not
programmed at hours 5-7 because of the start-up cost
for OG. Fig.3 illustrates that LS contract is activated
at hour 17 and remains active until hour 22, those
hours that consumption should be shifted because of
the high market price.
The results of step two are based on managing
the risk of next day participation of aggregator in the
market. For this aim a single value for β is selected,
which is 0.5. The obtained expected value for profit
of DR aggregator is calculated as $2127.4 which is
lower than what gained in the risk neutral situation.
The average amount of load reduction quantities are
shown in Figs.4-6. As Fig.4 depicts, the LC contract
is scheduled at hour 18-22, those hours that selling
load reduction is profitable for aggregator
considering market price and assigned price.
Fig.5 shows that optimal OG contract is not
programmed at hours 1-2, 5-8 and hour 24 because of
the low market price and the cost of starting up.
Moreover, Fig.6 represents that customers shift their
consumption from hours 18-22, because of the high
market price, to hours that using electricity costs less.
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Fig. 4. Optimal average LC scheduling (β=0.5)
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between the expected value of profit for different
values of β will be more considerable when
aggregator 1) assigns more DR contracts with
customers, that mean more quantities trade in the
market, and 2) is programming for longer horizon of
time. For instance, when the DR aggregator is
supposed to gain more profit the importance of
reducing the associated risk becomes more
remarkable.

Fig. 5. Optimal average OG scheduling (β=0.5)

Fig. 7. Impact of risk on expected value and variance of profit

5. Numerical Results and Discussion

Fig. 6. Optimal average LS scheduling (β=0.5)

By comparing the results of these two cases we
can state that, considering risk causes a decrease in
the profit of the aggregator that is because the less
quantity of DR contracts is programmed for the next
day participation of DR aggregator. Specially, the
amount of OG contract is lower when risk is
considered in the optimization. For measuring the
risk we need to find the variance of profit. The
variance is calculated based on its mathematical
definition as below:
Var(profit)=E(profit-E(profit))2
(6)
In case one the variance of profit is 5.0534×105
while in case two this value decreases to 5.0273×105.
This result proves what we expected from risk
management which is reducing the profit in condition
to less variance.
To make the impact of risk clear, we change the
value of β from 0 to 2 in order to compare the
expected value and the variance of profit gained by
DR aggregator. The result is depicted in Fig.7. As we
expected, with the increasing of β there will be a
downward trend in the expected value of profit and
that of the variance as well. It means, a conservative
aggregator prefers to gain less profit but faces less
risk in day-ahead market. However, a risky
aggregator accepts the risk of the participation in
order to gain more profit. Actually, the aim of a DR
aggregator is to minimize the ratio of variance to
expected value in order to gain more profit with less
risk in the market. We should note that the difference

This paper defines a stochastic framework to
facilitate DR aggregator participation into the
electricity market. The aggregator assigns three
contracts based on three different load reduction
strategies with customers and aims to maximize its
profit for day-ahead through a stochastic price-based
self scheduling problem. The uncertainty of market
price is considered in optimization by the introduced
scenario generation method and the associated risk is
taken into account. The feasibility of the proposed
model is examined by considering DR contracts and
the following results obtained:
 DR aggregator can offer the optimal scheduling
in order to maximize its profit for day ahead
electricity market.
 Market price plays an important role in optimum
scheduling and the aggregator need to forecast
market price in a proper way.
 Incorporating risk control shows that DR
aggregator prefers to decrease its profit subject
to face lower risk in the market.
 Minimum and maximum load duration beside
the risk control constraints mostly limit the
optimum scheduling.
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